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Our first theorem presents a cover by such sets, which has the power of the continuum. The construction is shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3 . In brief, the points of [abed) (see §2 for notation) are joined to those of [fj) by a family of lines described by a nomotopic transformation of [aef] into [dlkj] , which sweeps out the figure abcdlkfe as t runs from 0 to 1 ; each of these lines is connected to one of a family of lines simi-1 lar to a graph of y = sin -, which family sweeps out efkl . This construction is reflected in the origin, and corresponding lines belong to the same set S . Each set S , finally, contains one point of [mn] . Fig. 1 shows a typical set, S . , as well as S whose construction is atypical, o P. Erdôs (oral communication to M. Edelstein) has expressed the opinion that a shorter proof of mere existence of a cover as described in the theorem, could be given by transfinite methods, but that the constructive proof given is interesting. There exists a family & of continuummany, pairwise disjoint, connected subsets of Q such that each S € sa contains two and only two points of bd(Q), which moreover are antipodal; and |Jj/ = Q.
The detailed construction is as follows: 
and for n > 1 ,
This implies that each B is connected. Furthermore, B n, t t is connected; for let (8 , n ) = j + (l-t)(f-j). Then 
S t = A t UB t U{i t }U(-A t )U(-B t ).
Then ^={S:0£t<l} is the required family of sets.
(3.4) Proof. J has the power of the continuum, for it contains a set corresponding to each t € [0, 1).
The construction is such that if t i t then S [\ S = 0
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That is, members of je are pairwise disjoint.
Each S is connected. To prove S connected, note t ^ o that:
A 
